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South Fanad Uplands, Coast and Gaeltacht LCA is located within the Gaeltacht in the 

south east of the ‘Fanad Peninsula’. It is a rural area with a long coastal edge extending 

north along Lough Swilly. This area shares geology with areas across both Mulroy Bay to 

the west and Lough Swilly to the east. There is a high degree of intervisibility from the 

LCA out over the surrounding landscape and seascape and also as an end view 

particularly from the eastern shores of Lough Swilly along the western Inishowen coast. 

Most of this area consists of rolling agricultural lands of predominantly pasture but also 

arable use made up of a patchwork of hedge and stonewall bound fields of varying 

shapes and sizes.  In contrast, the higher mountain areas are covered in blanket bog 

and have an open aspect whilst there is a heavy dispersal of deciduous and ancient 

woodland along the south and east. Rathmullan sits on the coast, an historic town with 

many fine buildings and structures including Rathmullen Abbey and Coastguard cottages. 

It is the location of ‘Flight of the Earls’, a defining point in Irish history.  

Landscape Character types 
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Seascape Character Units 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Landscape Characteristics 

Land Form and Land Cover 

• The Knockalla Mountains form a spine along the northern boundary of this LCA; part 

of the ‘Knockalla Fault’, they are a band of quartzite rock that continue from the 

south west through this LCA as Knockalla mountain, under Lough Swilly and through 

Inishowen as the Urris Hills.  

• Another quartzite mountain range in the south of the LCA, Crieve Mountains also 

constitute a defining and dominant feature. 

• Much of the upland area within this LCA is covered in bog, heath and moorland, 

fragmented by fertile agricultural river valleys with a mixture of field types and sizes.  

Generally, the larger rectilinear hedgerow bound fields are on low lying high quality 

lands of river valleys, foothills and undulating agricultural lands that overlie a schist 

geology whilst the sinuous stone-wall bound fields are on higher poorer quality lands. 

• There is a heavy dispersal of deciduous and ancient woodland throughout the area, 

particularly along the south and east.  

• This rural landscape hosts a dispersed scatter of one-off residential dwellings, 

farmhouses and associated farm buildings and outhouses as well as numerous ruined 

traditional cottages.  

• A 6 turbine windfarm is situate on the Crieve Mountains visible within and without 

this LCA. 

Settlements 

• Rathmullan: Rathmullan is a bustling and vibrant seaside, fishing village on the 

south eastern coast of this LCA adjacent to a long sandy beach and at a point on 

Lough Swilly where there is a deep channel.  Historically this made the location 

strategically important and there has 

been a settlement her for a considerable 

time.  The imposing ruins of Rathmullan 

Friary still stand in the centre of the 

village, built in 1508, part of it remained 

in use as a church until 1814.  This was 

also the location of the Flight of the 

Earls in 1607 and the town has been 

identified as a Historic Town for general 

protection (zone of archaeological 

potential) by the Department of the 

Environment, Heritage and Local 

Map/list Seascape units 

Seascape Unit 6 is within the South Fanad Uplands and Coast LCA. 

Key characteristics uses: Primarily agricultural use, with a strong torism use. 

 

Coastal edge: Stony and sandy beaches, rocky ourcrops and low-lying silty edges with areas 

of salt marsh and salt meadows. 

 

Visibility: High degree of uninterupted visibility of the lough and Inishowen. 

 

Special featuress significant buildings, landmarks, biodiversity and cultural features: 

Rathmullen with its Carmellite Friary, Rathmullan House and demense landscape, mature 

deciduous woods and coastal drive. 
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Government in its record of Monuments and Places.   Today the town functions as a 

service centre for the local population and also a tourism hub; there is seasonal ferry 

that operates between Rathmullan and Buncrana, a public beach and play park as 

well as qualitative local accommodation including ‘Rathmullan House’ a country house 

and demesne landscape.   

History, Culture and Heritage 

• There are a number of Recorded Monuments within this LCA.  

• Strategically important coastline throughout history particularly evidenced at 

Rathmullan through various recorded monuments including the impressive ruins of 

Mc Swynes Castle and the Mortello tower at the shore dating from the Napoleonic 

wars. Another Mortello tower (1of 6 along Lough Swilly), Knockalla fort,  is located on 

steeply sloping lands in the north-east of this area, that along with the fort at Dunree 

on the opposite side of the Lough, guarded the entrance to the Swilly. 

• The” Flight of the Earls” is a significant event in Irish history and of international 

importance; the Earls departed from Rathmullan in 1607 and this is commemorated 

by a statue in the town.  There is also a link between Rathmullan and Wolfe Tone, 

the leader of the 1798 Irish Rebellion who was captured here in 1798. 

• Important vernacular and imposed built heritage including 2 RPS structures. 

• The Historic Landscape Characterisation has identified important patches of “Ancient 

and mixed Woodland Generic HLC-type on the northern slopes of the Knockalla 

mountains, as well as areas of Blanket bog. To the south an area of Ladder farms 

(Historic fields of distinct character) are identified and to the north fields of mixed 

origin, which may be of significant antiquity. It appears a more “evolved” rather than 

imposed landscape.  

Access and Recreation  

• Wild Atlantic Way follows the R245 from the south, and along the entire coast of this 

area. 

• A seasonal ferry operates between Rathmullen and Buncrana across Lough Swilly 

• This area is accessible by a network of county roads that weave through the 

undulating landscape, along river valleys and around the coast offering a good level 

of permeability though the area however the upland and mountainous areas have 

only limited accessibility via tracks and lanes.  

• Strong tourism and leisure industry focused on the landscape, seascape and their 

use. 

Biodiversity 

 

• Ecologically important landscape containing 546ha of Natura 2000 sites (SAC & 

SPA)and 389.9ha of pNHA sites.  
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• Large expanse of deciduous and ancient woodland in the south at Rathmullan Wood 

(also a nature reserve) and along the east coast of the LCA. 

• Lough Swilly, designated as SPA (004075) and lush fertile valleys carved out by 

various tributaries and streams flowing towards the Lough create important 

biodiversity corridors.  

• Hedge and deciduous tree bound fields are a predominant feature in this landscape 

that, along with hedge and tree trimmed laneways and roads, provide biodiversity 

corridors throughout.  

• Dispersed areas of deciduous woodland, demesne woodland and important historic 

woodlands in this LCA. 

• Regional and county road network extensively lined in native hedgerow and 

deciduous trees. 

Forces for change 

• Linear development along the rural road network and particularly along the coast. 

• Holiday home development 

• Renewable energy development (windfarms). 

• Telecommunications and infrastructural development 

• Coastal erosion  

• Flooding 

• Consolidation and development of Rathmullan. 

• Tourism development.  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 


